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Educational technology has always included a discourse linking its

implementation to the perceived needs of the socio-political and economic world.

Within this discourse, the field of ’Instructional Design’ has been rooted in an

objectivist epistemology. The modern day computer spans a rich history of

’Instructivist’ Design practice that has been based on the acquisition of facts and

concepts, repercussions of which have been those for how we understand human

learning. While direct instruction is necessary, ’Constructivist’ ideas argue that

knowledge is actively constructed. However, implementations of the same have

been few and have operated primarily within the paradigms of the desktop

computer that favor logicomathematical thought imposing severe limitations to

constructivist applications. My thesis is then to argue that learning is an active

process of personally meaningful construction grounded in one’s embodied

experiences, implications of which are realized through a theoretically informed

design approach that situates technology within the learner’s environment and

supports the importance of creativity and learning through design.
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I

This thesis is organized in five chapters.

Chapter 1 investigates the historical and social-cultural construction of

technology within which the role of technology has been seen as a solution to the

perceived needs and interests of the socio-political and economic world. These

needs and interests that have been driven predominantly by the scientific

pedagogy of judging behavior and establishing purpose have largely favored

’Instructivist Design’ 1 principles that consider knowledge as something that is

objective and independent of the subjective mind. Consequently, Educational

Technology as a socially constructed object has seen a predominance of

technological implementations that value the importance of acquired facts and

concepts over personal construction of meaning.

Chapter 2 investigates the repercussions of such a social construction of

Educational Technology which have primarliy been a cycle of metaphorical

technological practice within which the human mind is made akin to the

computer and a symbolic mode of learning that fuels the idea of knowledge

representation as encodings forces a contemporary information processing

approach to cognition. Moreover the pervasive implementations of educational

technology in the form of digitally mediated technologies create vicarious

learning experiences and a largely interaction based simulated environment that

stifle creativity by disallowing hands-on experimentation, operative knowledge

and enactive modes of learning.

Chapter 3 investigates two design approaches within the field each of which

has either been favored or overshadowed as a result of the social construction of

Educational technology. It is argued that the continuing dominance of the
1Instructivist Design as defined by [Mckenna, 2004] is a design paradigm within Educational

Technology that incorporates ideas of behaviorism, objectivism and operant conditioning.
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Instructivist Design approach is not correct since it continues to support the

objectivist cognitivist tradition of learning objectively through the senses and the

quantitative assessment of knowledge. ’Constructivist Design’2 as an alternative

approach that asserts the fact that learning is an active process of personally

meaningful construction is thereby considered. It is realized that given the

dominance of ’Instructivist Design’ practice, the number of constructivist

applications have been few and far between. Moreover, these have either

misinterpreted or not been able to adequately translate constructivist principles

into practice by operating predominantly within the model of the desktop

computer favoring programmed thinking over other important modes of thought

such as creativity. In spite of these inadequacies, the importance of micro-change

through demonstrable practice is stressed given the optimism of technological

advances, evolving new fields such as physical computing and the success of

constructivist applications such as the LOGO programming language that have

demonstrated creative new ways of thinking about the same piece of instructional

technology.

Chapter 4 then works towards an alternative design approach given the

inadequacies of existing constructivist applications. It is theoretically grounded in

the key concepts extracted from the theoretical corpuses of constructivism and

embodied cognition and incorporates concepts of creativity and learning through

design.

Chapter 5 finally implements this design approach in terms of a demonstrable

project called M-CLE which is an Embodied Constructivist Learning Environment

where technology is implemented in a manner that scaffolds the child’s active

construction of knowledge through its embodied learning experiences.

2Constructivist Design aims to provide generative mental construction tool kits[26] embedded
in relevant learning environments that facilitate knowledge construction by learners

2
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1.1 D  P

The history of technology in education has always included a discourse linking its

use in classrooms to the perceived needs and interests of the socio-political and

economic world [12]. These needs and interests have been driven predominantly

by the scientific pedagogy of judging behavior and establishing purpose[35]. The

field of Educational Technology 1 rooted in the behaviorist ideologies of efficient

conditioning of optimal behavior [55] and the ’empty box’conception 2 of the

organism has thus been governed by a view of knowledge that is objective and

independent of the subjective mind, a view within which acquired facts and

concepts supersede the importance of personal construction of knowledge[41].

The German poet, Georg Philipp Harsdorffer’s phrase ”Nuremberg Funnel”, is

a fitting description of this pedagogical tradition of ’forcing knowledge’ into the

individual. Within this tradition, the role of technology has been socially and

historically grounded in a world view demanding the efficient production,

dissemination and control of knowledge [35]. In the context of education,

technology can thus be seen as a cultural form, as a symbol, embodying the

1Educational Technology is the theory and practice of design, development, utilization, man-
agement, and evaluation of processes and resources for learning

2A conception that deliberately thumbs its nose at all kind of mental life, human or animal, and
confines itself solely to behavior
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interests of those behind it and been given a presence equitable with quality,

progress, science, nationalism and the future. Educational technology can thus be

regarded as socially constructed object with predefined pedagogical objectives.

1.2 E T   

  S

The view of educational technology as a socially constructed object can be better

understood when one sees its realization in terms of the regulated space of the

school. The nature and role of school as a regulated social space has been

frequently cited in the wake of Michel Foucault’s work on techniques and

technologies of regulation, surveillance, and discursive formation throughout

modernity[20].

Grosvenor, Lawn and Rousmaniere[22], for example, speak of education in the

modern city as being ‘shaped and regularized’ by a means of technology,

principally the technology of the school that is comprised of ”a complex set of

artifacts, actors and structures” together with a set of ”socially constructed

principles, procedures and processes”. This technology was devised to ’function

efficiently’ as well as to realize the specific purpose of social control. Grosvenor et

al. also speak of the school as a space of confinement that shares ”a common

architectural language” with other modernist institutions like the prison and the

asylum. Thus the conception of regulated spaces can be seen as central to both

Foucault and the expansion of that conception in more recent work.

Steven Hodas[25] identifies Educational Technology within the regulated space

of the School as a ”way of knowing applied to a specific goal”, the goal in

question being that of preserving and transmitting information and authority, and

to inculcate certain values and practices at the expense of others. Hodas more

4



specifically describes educational technologies as being ”sets of practices glued

together by values”. The school, he writes, is founded on four key institutional

and organizational values. These are ”respect for hierarchy”, ”competitive

individualization”,”receptivity to being ranked and judged” but most

importantly, ”division of the world knowledge into discrete units and categories

susceptible to mastery”. Hodas argues that over the 150 or more years since the

inception of mass compulsory schooling in modern Anglo-American countries,

the school has remained ”essentially unchanged” in form, and has been dedicated

to transmitting ”a fairly stable subset” of ”all possible knowledge and the range of

human experience”.

Daniel Bell[5] resonates Hodas’s concern with his conception that ”technology

is a way of doing things in a reproducible manner”. He writes that ”those aspects

around which wide agreement can be found include dispositions towards valuing

propositional knowledge (knowing that) over procedural or performative

knowledge (knowing how to), seeing hierarchical relations as natural, a

willingness to defer to expertise; accepting and complying with institutionalized

authority and so on. Features such as these reveal schools to be social

technologies: socially constructed mechanisms intended to produce and

reproduce positions from which one can understand the world, in ways that are

controlled, categorized, proposed, unequally distributed and so on”.

Based on the above discussion, the primary concern for me as regards to

Educational Technology within the regulated space of the school is the inculcation

of values and practices that have become ”sedimented”3 within school space.

These are the flow of instruction from the teacher as the authoritative information

source to the student as the passive receipient of information, the predominance

of an objectivist position about knowledge as being comprised of discrete units

3[Hodas, 1996] - Certain sediments, like standardized assessments and the strict regulation of
time, consolidate, solidify and grow, others like performative knowledge, gradually erode
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and categories susceptible to mastery and the accountability and regimes of

assessment and ranking.

1.3 I  E T

In order to validate the discussion in the previous section, one can clearly trace a

timeline of how educational technology has instantiated itself within the

regulated space of school. Behaviorism as a psychological theory of learning

positioned itself well within the social efficiency movement of the early 20th

century which was the site of conflicts over the control of curriculum[35]. Schools,

like societies, were viewed as nonproductive, lacking direction and purpose,

wasteful of time and needing to be fixed.

The empirical work of Edward Thorndike[55], Sidney Pressey [43] and B.F

Skinner [51] based on the efficient conditioning of behavior as a response to

environmental stimuli provided the technology necessary for the kind of

controlled assessment and prediction of student behavior that a curriculum based

upon a social efficiency doctrine required. Skinner[50] writes that ”There are more

people in the world than ever before, and a far greater part of them want an

education. The demand cannot be met simply by building more schools and

training more teachers. Education must become more efficient”.

The significance of Skinner’s comment and the subsequent emergence of

Teaching Machines[49]4, Programmed Instruction[31], Computer Aided

Instruction (CAI)[53], Integrated Learning Systems [ILS][59] and mass

information dissipation paradigms of today’s educational environments have

dominated the scene of Educational Technology. To labor on my point of defense,

these paradigms have been rooted in an objectivist-cognitivist view of the world,

4Teaching Machines are rote-and-drill mechanical devices used for presenting a program of
instructional material which helped establish the Programmed Instruction Movement
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ones that approach the construction of technology in terms of prioritizing

information, facts and concepts over knowledge construction.

The teaching machine and its present day incarnation in the form of the

computer is an embodiment of a science of education that has constructed a

symbolic, rationalized consciousness about the purpose of education[35]. Its

resonating impact continues to be felt amidst political agendas such as the No

Child Left Behind Act [30]5

1.4 C S

Educational Technology as a socially constructed object is rooted in behaviorist

and objectivist ideologies of regarding knowledge as something that exists in the

form of a fairly stable subset of all range of human experience, one that is

independent of the subjective mind and comprised of discrete units and

categories that are susceptible to mastery. How educational technology has

instantiated itself within the regulated space of the school raises a concern about

how this key social institution continues to grow with values and practices that

have become sedimented such as valuing propositional knowledge over

performative knowledge. Within accepted views of the teacher as an authoritative

information source and regimes of assessment, technology has been seen as a

solution to predefined problems that span a socio-political and historical

landscape, one that overshadows its alternative implementations when one views

knowledge as an act of personal construction which brings me to the second

chapter on the consequences of the social construction of educational technology.

5The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 enacts theories of standards-based education reform
based on the belief that measurable goals, and standards of accountability of schools can improve
individual outcomes in education
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2.1 T C M T

P

In order to better understand how set beliefs about educational technology lead to

a cycle of unchallenged practice within the field, I shall begin this section by

introducing the term ’The Cycle of Metaphorical Technological Practice’. A cycle

of metaphorical technological practice arises when given the pervasive adoption

of a certain form of technology such as the modern computer of our age, science

and education begin to be practiced by following the logic of a metaphor, such as

”the computer is like a human subject”. Historically, the Turing Machine provides

an example in cognitive psychology. After the popular reception of the Universal

Turing Machine (UTM) [24], a euphoria descended that suggested that all things

can be represented in computer models. I further elaborate on the discussion of

this metaphorical practice with several citations.

Muffoletto and Knupfer[35] write about how the model of the computer in

education translates into a view where students begin to be seen as problem

solvers and information processors. ”The mind exists to process information: A

student’s capabilities to solve problems are related directly to how well he or she

communicates in a structured manner which in turn is based on the limited

amount of information he or she receives. In turn, the reception of information is

8



conceived as constrained by limited sensory capabilities, initiative, the ability to

process the information, and the quality of the information. The language of

school learning and reform is made into a discourse binding the psychology of the

individual with the functioning of the computer. The language of the machine

becomes the language of human thought and reason”.

Similarly, Kritt and Winegar[28] write about how implicit theories about the

human mind, embodied in technological design and user interface, have

implications for the kinds of thinkers we produce in schools - ”The metaphors for

mind that are propogated by a cybernetic technology may be hypothesized to

influence the evolution of human thought along a unilinear dimension. The

values embodied in computer technology reflect the dominant values, institutions

and power hierarchies of our society. Insofar as they divert children from direct

exploration of the physical world and channel communicative interactions into

restricted formats, they offer limited alternatives for constructing understandings

of oneself and the world.”

Certainly, the model of the computer is a form of technology that establishes a

strong connection between information technologies and cognitive psychology.

Computer based applications tend to be rigorously designed and circumscribed,

so that improvisation of thought and imagination are supported on the machine’s

terms, not the child’s. This line of argument is also evident in Anderson’s work[2]

on computer assisted learning where he is critical of computer based learning as

having employed a procedural model of how a problem should be solved and

prescriptions for common mistakes which guide the process of teaching and

learning rather than the child’s development. ”Such a system cannot always

recognize a different approach to the correct solution or the most creative

misconceptions a child brings to the problem, but rather channels the learner into

prescribed manners of solution”.

9



What is at fault when considering computer based learning is not so much the

content but the form that the technology takes. McLuhan[34] has provocatively

argued that the overt, intentional content of a message is not as important as the

medium of communication, which serves to accentuate certain physical

properties, and consequently, sensory qualities. In his words, ”The extension of

any one sense alters the way we think and act - the way we perceive the world.

When these ratios change, men change”.

Based on McLuhan’s ideas, modern educational technology has largely

regarded the computer as the epicenter of human thought and learning, one that

has been given legitimacy through sponsorship from the state and businesses and

also through the historical patterns embedded in contemporary educational

practices[35]. In other words, the union of cognitive psychology and information

processes are authoritatively positioned as a result of which efforts to develop

oppositional discourses about technology and thought become relegated.

The fundamental point though that I wish to trace is that as a result of social

practices surrounding educational technology, the metaphoric language used to

explain relations between computation and cognition is reversed - ”the computer

is like the human subject” becomes ”the human subject is like the computer”

fueling further research and the social management of curriculum that sustain

both the reversal and collapse of this metaphoric description into literal meaning

in educational research. This is what I have called the cycle of metaphorical

technological practice. In the spirit of Foucault[21], a technology of the ”self” is

implied in the alchemy of this science that makes the human into a machine. Such

a practice then has repercussions for how we understand the human mind and

the nature of knowledge given the symbolic codes and formats embodied in

computer and telecommunications technology that have come to mediate

consciousness as more than just functional tools[28].

10



2.2 D  SM  L

2.2.1 R  E

Given the discussion in the previous section, I shall now focus on the

epistemological assumptions underlying computer-mediated symbolic modes of

learning. Bickhard[6] has argued strongly against the idea of representation as

encoding. He writes, ”Standard models of representation as encodings of what is

represented yield models of knowledge as banks of such encodings. Learning, in

such a view, is the transmission of new encodings into those storage banks in the

mind. Technology, therefore, can be an efficient aid in enhancing the accessibility

and transmission of these encoded representations - in enhancing learning as

viewed in this model. Every component and every step of this framework,

however, is false, beginning with the central propositions about the nature of of

representation”. I agree with Bickhard - a theory of encoding is fatally flawed.

Firstly, it inherently forces a contemporary computationalist, connectionist and

information processing approach to cognition. Secondly, the role of embodiment

and action is rendered irrelevant to the nature of representation and thirdly, the

mind is considered to be a passive receiver of input where knowledge is merely a

commodity to be transmitted, encoded, and retained without personal experience

guiding its active construction. This is much in contrast to the more recent

findings in imitation research[32][36] such as mirror neurons[47]1 and the

theoretical corpus of embodied cognition[56][29] which suggest that knowledge

cannot be separated from the act of being. Moreoever constructivism as a learning

theory[41] strongly opposes the idea of such knowledge construction being

independent of the subjective mind. One can cite Piaget’s ’copy argument’[40] as

an argument against the idea of representation as encoding. Piaget writes, ”Our

1A mirror neuron is a neuron which fires both when an animal acts and when the animal observes
the same action performed by another and is a scientific proof of perception-action coupling

11



representations of the world could not be constituted as copies of that world,

because we would have to already know how the world was in order to be able to

construct our copies of it. That is we would already have to know about light in

order for the transductions into neural activity to be able to provide

representations of that light, or of the world in order to construct our

representations of the world from which the light has been reflected. Any such

account is circular”. Piaget’s major contention is that each individual constructs

reality and for each child this is a unique construction, ”Knowledge is derived

from action, not in the sense of simple associative responses, but in a much deeper

sense of assimilation of reality into the necessary and general co-ordination of

action. To know an object is to act upon it and transform it. Intelligence consists in

executing and co-ordinating actions in an interiorized and reflective form”[41].

However, the construction of our digital technologies of the Information age

gives little respect to Piaget’s thought provoking question: is knowledge a copy of

reality to be encoded or is it a unique, individual construction? The sophistication

and ubiquity of our modern machines gives rise to a view of knowledge that is

commensurate to the amount of acquired information. Within contemporary

school, there seems to be a widespread fallacy that learning is primarily the

acquisition of new information[28] and the role of technology is seen as a

facilitator of a process of microdissection of a domain of knowledge into dozens,

or hundreds or thousands of information fragments that are strung together as a

curriculum. However, acquiring information through such means is neither

knowledge nor wisdom. Knowledge and the world are both constructed through

personal experience. Within the accepted paradigms of today’s information

technologies, one needs to therefore rethink the idea of knowledge as encoded

banks of information such that technology plays a greater role in scaffolding

individual knowledge construction as opposed to merely dispensing information.

12



2.2.2 V L E

Bruner[8][37] is concerned with the techniques and technologies that aid growing

human beings to represent in a manageable way the recurrent features of the

complex world in which they live. He notes that the principal change in man over

the changing course of technology, has been that of linking himself with new

external implementation systems rather than by any conspicuous change in

morphology, one that he terms as ’evolution by prosthesis’. Bruner suggests that

these ’implement’ systems which are conventionalized and transmitted by culture

allow for human beings to construct what he calls ’models’ of their worlds

through three modes of representation - a. action or Enactive Mode b. imagery or

Iconic Mode and c. symbols and language or Symbolic Mode. He terms Iconic

and Symbolic Modes as Vicarious Learning Experiences2 as compared to the

Enactive Mode.

Within the context of educational technology, Bruner acknowledges that

technology has played a dominant role in changing the dynamic of the organism’s

’commerce with the environment’ substituting the direct or enactive mode with

more mediated forms of experiences. He notes that symbolic alternatives to

learning such as words, diagrams , maps etc have most readily substituted direct

experience in formal schooling. He argues that the human species is marked by

its reliance on symbolically coded experience, so much so that language is taken

as the distinctive human characteristic, and the development of literacy in various

symbolic codes is the primary concern of formalized schooling.

Spencer[52] resonates Bruner’s point by suggesting that the major limitation of

all cultural media is that information is conveyed through a symbolic system that

places a high demand upon literacy in that medium. And the meaning extracted

2Vicarious Learning Experiences are experienced at secondhand. The Enactive mode is superior
to Iconic and Symbolic Modes in terms of the skills it develops in the learner

13



from those symbolic systems will be limited to the meaning acquired by the use of

the symbol in the referential or experiential world. In other words, the major

limitation of symbolic systems is that no new information can be conveyed

through these forms; if information falls outside the listener’s competence then it

will be interpreted in terms of the knowledge already possessed. The crux of

Bruner’s line of argument is that the very fact that representations of reality are

partially translatable, one to another, makes instruction possible. Thus,

information relevant to action can be acquired by means other than direct action -

for example we may learn to sail through watching films and reading books. But

the symbolic systems of knowledge acquisition are vicarious compared to the

more direct enactive forms of experience.

One can parallel Bruner’s ideas of Symbolic / Enactive modes of knowledge

with Piagetian concepts of Figurative3 / Operative Knowledge[41]. According to

Piaget, the process of knowledge acquisition is incomplete without Operative

thought which is the product of perceptions (figurative knowledge) and

intelligence. To quote Piaget, ”Operative thought is the organization,

consolidation and interaction of figurative knowledge, and intellectual

development can be characterized as the growth of operative knowledge”.

Piaget’s experiments [41] on memories associated with grouping of cubes in

children found that direct experience is superior.

Thus the primary line of argument for the purpose of this thesis that I derive

from Bruner and Piaget is the importance of knowledge being made available to

the individual as a result of his direct experiences or commerce with the

environment, one that implementations of educational technology should be

sensitive to.
3Figurative thoughts are perceptions, imitations, mental images, those aspects of thought that

occur at the time of perception of external objects, or at the perception of mental images
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With this understanding of the various modes of knowledge acquisition and the

prevelance of the symbolic mode as a dominant form favored by the

socio-cultural construction of educational technology, I now assess the impact of

digitally mediated educational technologies on the individual’s learning process.

Taking Piagetian concepts again as a starting point to support my discussion, I

consider Piaget’s regard for audio-visual methods of learning as an important

point to elaborate upon.

2.3.1 E  S

Piaget[41] acknowledges that a particular emphasis has been placed on the role of

audio-visual methods. He uses the term ’intuitive’ for such teaching methods and

accuses well-intentioned pedagogues of using such aids and believing that they

have reached the summit of educational progress when, in fact, they are

multiplying intuitive figurations in forms that no longer have anything active in

them. He also mentions the reason why active forms of learning have not been

adequately considered within educational practice. Since it is assumed that all the

benefits of active methods can be derived from intuitive menthods, they are

considered equivalent.

I believe that the interchangeability of active with intuitive methods that Piaget

is suggesting here only becomes apparent with the prevalance of today’s hi-tech

digital technologies, predominantly the dektop computer. Today’s digital world

has created for us a digital experience to live in, one that tries to recreate every

physical phenomenon within the vast capacities of its virtual self. More and more,

children’s experience of the natural world is confined to images on a computer
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screen[10].

Although multimedia encyclopedias, websites and computer simulation

programs all enable children to acquire the needed information and experience

various types of environments at the click of a mouse, the model of the computer

as a learning medium is dominating. Instead of being formed by direct

experience, children’s perceptions of the natural world are shaped by the

technology through which their experiences are mediated. In other words, their

real world experiences are being increasingly substituted by the creation of an

alternative reality that is presented as being instantly accessible, controllable at

will and one that stands for everything that exists in nature.

2.3.2 S L  C

In recent years, a growing number of educators and psychologists have expressed

concern that computers are stifling childrens learning and creativity, engaging

children in passive consumption of information[45]. Today many computers in

educational settings are used that way. Aaron Falbel[19] writes about the use of

computer technology within a view of education as a designed process or

technical act that is performed on the learner. While explicating the active /

passive distinction of learning through computers, Falbel writes, ”One must be

wary of falling into the trap of saying that people are ”active” when using

computers, because they are pushing buttons or in some way responding to

events on the screen, whereas they are ’passive’ when say watching television

because they are just looking at it. Such a use of the word active or activity is a

rather shallow one; it takes the defining characteristic of activity to be mere

movement rather than volitional, purposeful, intentional action”.

Indeed the computer environment as a medium largely restricts the process of
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’active learning’4. Moreover, what the children learn in a simulated two

dimensional environment is decontexualized from the complexity and richness of

real world objects, events and environments. Research has shown that many of

children’s best learning experiences come when they are engaged not simply in

interacting with materials but in designing, creating, and inventing with them

[38][45] such as building sand castles or towers with wooden blocks where they

have a tangible grip on reality. Michael and Ann Eisenberg (2000) argue that

”something is lost in this move away from the physical - something pleasurable,

sensually and intellectually, about the behavior of stuff”. Thus, children’s learning

needs to be oriented to the world around them with its sights, sounds, smells,

tastes and textures. It is these embodied learning experiences that are

fundamental to their creativity. No matter how sophisticated, the computer

cannot provide these kinds of sensory experiences.

Amidst our amazement of computer technology and the wonders of the

electronic age, we have forgotten the fact that the simple experience of being in

nature is critical to the creative, intellectual and emotional life of children. Many

scientists are now realizing the fact that direct observation and practical

experience have a vital role in the child’s thinking and overall development. Edith

Cobb[11], a sociologist who has analyzed the lives of more than 300 outstanding

individuals, concludes that a strong link exists between genius and the experience

of being close to the natural world in childhood. Cobb asserts that creativity and

constructive thinking are not the result of accumulated information, but rather

arise out of what she calls ”a continued plasticity of response of the whole

organism to new information and in general to the outer world”.

I believe that what Cobb terms as ’Aesthetic logic as being foundational to the

child’s creative insight’ can occur only within the child’s environment and that

4Active learning is an umbrella term that refers to several models of instruction that focus the
responsibility of learning on learners
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technology if rightly appropriated can aid this process by situating itself within

the child’s learning environment as opposed to mediating its experience through

artificial images.

2.4 C S

Apart from its roots in behaviorist and objectivist ideologies, the historical and

socio-cultural construction of Educational Technology has had much deeper

consequences. The first of these is what I have called as the cycle of metaphorical

technological practice where a pervasive adoption of a certain form of technology

such as the modern computer establishes a cycle of educational practice that

follows the logic of a metaphor such as ”the computer is like the human subject”.

This practice has implications for how we understand the human mind and the

nature of knowledge given the symbolic codes and formats embodied in

technology that come to mediate consciousness as more than just functional tools.

The second consequence is that of a symbolic mode of learning where the idea of

knowledge representation as encodings forces a contemporary information

processing approach to cognition favoring vicarious learning experiences other

than the enactive mode. Finally, the third consequence is the impact of digitally

mediated educational technologies that subject the learning experience to a

simulated environment and result in a model of technology that stifles creativity.

It is important to understand that ’Educational Technology’ spans several

design approaches that are collectively termed as ’Instructional Design’

approaches, each of which has been either favored or overshadowed by the social

construction of educational technology. It is therefore necessary to have a closer

look at these in the ensuing chapter.
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C 3

D A 
E T

3.1 I D A  

 

Instructional design1, and indeed instruction in general in the United States,

emerged from an objectivist tradition[33]. Objectivism holds that the world is

completely and correctly structured in terms of entities, properties, and relations.

Experience plays an insignificant role in the structuring of the world while

meaning is something that exists in the world quite aside from experience. Hence,

the goal of understanding is coming to know the entities, attributes, and relations

that exist. This very basic assumption has significant implications for instruction

where the goal of instruction is to help the learner acquire these entities, attributes

and relations to build a correct knowledge of the world.

The Instructivist design approach with its incorporation of objectivism has had

a long lasting resonance with educators[3]. It has been a tried and tested approach

for the appropriation of technology within pedagogical practice since it lends

itself easily to curriculum objectives, defined and measurable outcomes and the

traditional teacher-centered learning theories that reinforce a view that

knowledge is independent of the learner. This approach clearly places the

emphasis for learning on the dispenser of knowledge (i.e., teacher), and views

technology as no more than a means of efficiently dispensing this information, an

1Instructional Design is the practice of creating instructional tools and content to help facilitate
learning most effectively
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approach that leads quite naturally to a lecture format, a dualistic view of

knowledge, and a passive learning experience.

The role of technology within an instructivist design approach has manifested

in the form of Skinnerian Teaching Machines, Programmed Instruction,

Drill-and-Practice programs, Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) based on the

work of Alfred Bork [7] and Patrick Suppes [53] who emphasized rote

memorization of facts and figures, technology enhanced Direct Instruction (DI)

model [1] for teaching that emphasizes well-developed and carefully planned

lessons designed around small learning increments and clearly defined and

prescribed teaching tasks, Instructivist Learning Software such as the Integrated

Learning System [59] from Jostens Learning, and SuccessMaker2 developed by the

Suppes’ Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) that are designed to automate

large portions of the established school curriculum and characterized by the

controlled presentation of verbal or graphical instruction, prepared instructional

materials such as electronic textbooks and powerpoint presentations where

different forms of multimedia such as electronic text, graphics, sound and video

are used to support the mastery of a particular concept or the more recent trend

towards online publication of curriculum notes and lessons for distance education

where the web is seen as a medium for the delivery of instruction.

Moreover, the objectivist epistemology of knowledge being separate from

knowing has allowed for the process of Instructivist design to separate instruction

from instructional content[33] where the designers of instructional systems or

content need not look at the actual instructional activities to see what is learned.

Learning and understanding are seen as being composed of merely a knowledge

base in the form of an ”expert” model (which in technological terms consists of

2SuccessMaker is a standards based curriculum software that reinforces concepts and skills
to address a variety of instructional needs within the five major components of reading for K-8
students
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production rules3, frames, slots, etc.) where particular stimulus events trigger

particular productions. Hence, learning simply involves acquiring the

information frames or production rules. A person’s understanding can be fully

specified by these exogenous descriptions. Within this view, designers then

produce a test that stands separate from the instruction and is designed to probe

the knowledge acquired in an objective way. What this results in is a pedagogical

process that is fragmented and unaware of the underlying principles that actually

makes learning happen. As ’Instructivist Design’ serves the needs of high

usability, evaluation, predictability and structural clarity, Instructivist systems are

more common and are likely to have higher levels of general acceptance for that

reason. Added to this is the argument that as evaluation methods tend to favor

Instructivist principles there is a greater push towards using systems that drill

instruction and allow for quantitative measurement of the same.

The major outcome of ’Instructivist Design’ is the fact that it continues to exert

a dominance on our conception of knowledge that is seen as separate from the

process of knowing, one that is gained objectively through the senses and that

learning involves gaining truth that can be quantitatively assessed. Objectivist

cognitive psychology, the model of the computer and how it is appropriated

within the learning environment continue to significantly impact our perception

about the nature of learning and the human mind. One gets the feeling that

something is definitely not right and that it needs to change. With this view, I then

look at an alternative approach that has evolved within the practice of

Instructional Design such that we can widen our spectrum of how technology can

be more positively appropriated within pedagogical practice.

3A mechanism to explain how knowledge is organized in cognitive psychology. A production
rule is constructed from two propositions joined into a ”condition-action” pair
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3.2 C D   

   

It is not that the Instructivist Design approach has evolved without any criticism.

Theorists and practitioners within the field of Instructional Design have long

asserted [42] the fact that both knowledge and the world are actively constructed

by the learner and that technology should be seen as playing a role in scaffolding

such a learning process instead of objectively imposing facts and knowledge on

the learner. These assertions have evolved within the framework of

’Constructivist Design’ [33] that is derived mainly from the works of Piaget,

Bruner, Vygotsky and Papert. However the ideas behind Constructivism date

back to the work of Vico [58] (early 18th century), Jean Rousseau [48] and

probably the most influential advocate against the educational framework of

memorization and recitation, John Dewey who argued that ”education is not a

preparation for life, it is life itself” [15].

Although, Constructivism as a theory is attributed to Piaget who articulated

mechanisms by which individuals construct new knowledge from their

experiences, Constructivism as a pedagogical technological practice did not

evolve until the works of Robert Davis - Socratic Interactions and Discovery Learning

through PLATO (1950) [13] influenced by the Discovery Learning [9] approach of

Bruner that emphasized exploring, experimenting, doing research, asking,

questions, and seeking answers through a learning process focusing on high level

thinking and on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation.

Davis with his focus on the child’s experiences wanted to teach children

mathematics in a style that emulates a mathematician’s experiences. He saw the

potential in computers to guide children towards constructing their own

knowledge by building on their natural curiosity and allowing them to discover
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the laws of mathematics for themselves. Similarly, Suchmann’s Inquiry training

Model (1962)[27] was influenced by Piaget’s concepts [39] of constructive learning,

active participation, and the concepts of disequilibrium through which learners

are internally motivated to learn. This model was designed to assist students in

developing the skills required to raise questions and seek out answers stemming

from their curiosity.

Seymour Papert - LOGO (1967) [38] is probably the most widely cited of

Constructivist Design practitioners who viewed computers as a tool that should

be controlled by children and its open architecture that would allow children to

construct their own knowledge. Thus, LOGO was invented as a programming

language that allowed children to construct their own knowledge. Based on the

success of the original LOGO, Microworlds4 as a learning environment was

conceived by Papert. Turtle Geometry is one of the original Microworlds in which

children as designers and explorers could get to know this environment and

restructure it or even add another Microworld to it.

Today’s constructivist design practices are evolving in the form of computer

based Constructivist Learning Environments (CLE) - Duffy, Cunningham, Jonassen

[18] [17] which are beginning to use the networked computer and the internet as

more than just a medium of delivering instructional content. For example,

WebQuest [16] is an inquiry oriented CLE that presents student groups with a

challenging task, provides access to an abundance of usually online resources and

scaffolds the learning process to prompt higher order thinking. Students benefit

from being linked to a wide variety of Web resources so that they can explore and

make sense of the issues involved in the challenge.

4A Microworld is a term coined at the MIT Media Lab Learning and Common Sense Group. It
means, literally, a tiny world inside which a student can explore alternatives, test hypotheses, and
discover facts that are true about that world
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3.3 C A  I D



3.3.1 A  D I   

   

Piaget[41] has acknowledged that direct instruction and imposed labor are a

necessary part of education but he emphasized that educational programmes

should ’give rise to active manipulation and discovery by the child itself’. What

Piaget is saying here is that the basic operational structures of intelligence are not

acquired through instruction but must be invented by the child since the goal of

education, according to Piaget, is to produce individuals who are critical, creative

and inventive discoverers. Accordingly, a major part of the child’s learning

depends on experimentation and discovery.

Piaget compares active methods with receptive methods. In the case of this

thesis, active methods are synonymous with ’Constructivist Design’ principles

while receptive methods are synonymous with ’Instructivist Design’ principles.

Piaget refers to receptive methods as traditional methods of teaching, in which the

child is the passive receiver of information transmitted by the teacher. The danger

with such methods, according to Piaget, is that the resulting knowledge will

frequently be rote learned and not fully understood. In other words, receptive

teaching methods lead to a predominance of figurative knowledge (a concept that

was explained in Section 2.2. which deals with those aspects of thought

pertaining to states as they appear in the senses) rather than the higher goal of

operative knowledge. Receptive methods place greater emphasis on the creative

role of the adult, with a consequent emphasis on the transmission of knowledge

by the teacher, rather than the constructive role of action which leads to placing an
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emphasis upon the activities of the child.

In terms of ’Instructivist Design’ then the accent is more on memory, practice

and rote learning, with concern for regular testing and competitive, academic

standards. The child is essentially passive and there is little emphasis on their

creative expression. In light of this discussion one may very well expect

’Constructivist Design’ to be favored by educators. However, given much of the

discussion in Chapter 1 on the socio-cultural construction of educational

technology, practical realizations of the same have been few and far between. As

Herrington and Standen [3] observe, ”There may well be a consideration of

constructivist ideas in recent years, but the influence of behaviourism and

drill-and-practice is still apparent in learning software”.

3.3.2 M  ’C D’ P

What is more important to note is that those constructivist applications that have

been put into practice have either misinterpreted or not been able to adequately

translate constructivist principles. This has been so because ’Constructive Design’

as a practice hasn’t been applied outside the adopted paradigms of the modern

computer such as the desktop model and the subjection of experience to its

artificial screen reality, paradigms that impose severe limitations to constructivist

applications. Moreover, such a practice has approached the process of active

learning only in terms of programmed thinking, problem solving and

logico-mathematical thought processes initiated by the learner which can be seen

with Davis’s PLATO system which was meant to teach children mathematics by

emulating a mathematician’s experiences or Papert’s LOGO where the learner

thinks in terms of programmed sequences that control a turtle that draws

graphics on the screen.

This line of argument about the inadequate translation of ’Constructivist
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Design’ principles is supported by Winkler and Reimann[44] whom I quote

saying, ”Constructivism is mainly reduced to cognition theory considerations.

This is evident when we analyze the computer’s dominating input devices:

keyboard and mouse. The results of the actions performed by the user through

these devices are usually rendered on the screen. But the screen lets us experience

the world as spectators. That what we see behind the screen’s glass is an allegory

of the world and it is not something that we experience in the middle of the world

with our body. After all the input devices (keyboards and screens) are

descendants of the analogue media and of the world seen through the Cartesian

system: the typewriter with the linear codes of written language and the framed

Picture of an opposite world”.

3.3.3 N       



The main point that I wish to argue is that in spite of the small pool of

constructivist applications that are currently available and the misinterpretations

of constructivist principles, it is necessary that the work in ’Constructivist Design’

continues at a micro-level. This is so because technology will continue to be

pushed forward in various educational settings and the apprehension is that

unless there is micro-change through demonstrable practice, ’Instructivist Design’

will continue to exert a dominance on the field of Educational Technology. I am

optimistic about change in this field primarily because of technological advances

and emerging new fields such as ’Physical Computing’5 through which

applications that belonged within the domain of the digital world can begin to

migrate to the physical world evoking new creative dimensions of implementing

5Physical (or embedded) computing, in the broadest sense, means building interactive physical
systems by the use of software and hardware that can sense and respond to the analog world
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’Constructivist Design’ applications. This optimism is also ably supported by the

fact that the popular LOGO programming language[38], Programmable Bricks or

Crickets[45] have been demonstrable creative ways of thinking about the same

piece of instructional technology. Moreover this thesis’ project as shall be

discussed in Chapter 5 supports my optimism.

3.4 C S

The ’Instructivist Design’ approach with its incorporation of objectivism has had a

long lasting resonance with educators primarily. The continuing dominance of

the ’Instructivist Design’ approach as has been argued is not correct since it

continues to support the objectivist cognitivist tradition of learning objectively

through the senses and the quantitative assessment of knowledge.

Although for Piaget, direct instruction and imposed labor are a necessary part

of education, the overdominance of the ’Instructivist Design’ tradition has

overshadowed constructivist applications. Moreover, ’Constructivist Design’

operating within the model of the desktop computer has yet to adequately realize

constructivist principles such as active learning. Consequently, there hasn’t been

an approach within Instructional Design that is theoretically grounded in the fact

that learning is a process of one’s embodied interaction with the environment.

Moreover, the mode of thinking in the active learning process that I consider of

greater importance is one of free-form creative thought as opposed to

programmed thinking. I thereby see a necessity to approach the problem of

Instructional Design in these terms so that a more complete realization of what

has been left out becomes possible.
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C 4

T D A

4.1 A   ’G C’ D

In ”The Case for Grounded Learning Systems Design”, Michael J. Hannafin

mentions that a good deal of instructional design practice has evolved as a kind of

procedural and media-production craft rather than a grounded process [23]. Since

models derived from this practice also reflect an underlying conceptualization of

what it means to learn, to understand, and to instruct, it is critically important

that designers of such systems have a theoretical reflexiveness about the

underlying assumptions of their systems that affect the learner. As Bednar,

Cunningham, Duffy, and Perry have stated[4], ”Effective instructional design is

possible only if the developer has reflexive awareness of the theoretical basis

underlying the design. It emerges from the deliberate application of some

particular theory of learning”.

Accordingly Hannafin explains two approaches to the concept of grounded

learning system’s design. Tne first is Grounded Instructional Design: A Directed

Learning Environment where the role of the system’s designer is to provide the

learner with an environment which helps him accomplish various tasks

principally by decoding the established meaning of various objects and events.

The second is Grounded Constructional Design: A Situated Learning Environment

where objects and events have no absolute meaning. Instead, the learner

interprets each and constructs unique meaning based upon individual experience

and evolved beliefs. The design task, therefore, is one of providing a rich context

within which meaning can be negotiated and ways of understanding can emerge
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and evolve. Since I have argued in favor of constructivist approaches to learning,

I shall adopt the Grounded Constructional Design approach as a starting point.

4.2 T C  D A

The theoretical concepts that guide my design approach are extracted from two

interdisciplinary theories of research that I believe have more in common than

when considered in isolation. One is more a theory of learning called

Constructivism [18] and the other is more a theory of cognition called Embodied

Cognition [56] [29]. However they both view the nature of knowledge as being

essentially of active nature and complement each other in the sense that while

constructivism does not elaborate on the ’active’ component of knowledge,

embodied cognition can be seen as completing the picture with this activity being

grounded in the learner’s embodiment and sensorimotor experiences. I now

discuss the key concepts of each of these theoretical corpuses and the importance

of creative thought and learning through design that shall finally be used to form

a design approach for the thesis’ demonstrable project known as M-CLE which is

an embodied constructivist learning environment.

4.2.1 C   A 

A

According to the constructivist ideas of Piaget[41], knowledge is not out there,

external to the individual and waiting to be acquired. It is neither wholly

preformed within the individual and ready to emerge as the individual develops.

Instead, knowledge is invented and reinvented as the individual develops and

interacts with the environment surrounding him or her. Learning for Piaget is a

process of adaptation that occurs through the complementary processes of
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assimilation and accommodation propelled by disequilibrium. In assimilation, a

child transforms all objects in its environment into an object that conforms to its

own mental structures i.e. assimilation is the process of transforming the world to

meet individual needs or conceptions. Accommodation on the other hand

involves modifying some of the child’s mental structures to meet the demands of

the environment. For e.g. a young infant investigating its immediate

environment, grasps, sucks, explores, probes and absorbs it, assimilating the

experiences. But it also finds opportunities in the environment that compel him to

accommodate, to adjust to new and changing conditions, so that pre-existing

patterns of behavior are modified to cope with new information or feed-back from

the external situations.

With respect to these concepts, I would like to make clear an important

difference between ’Instructivist’ and ’Constructivist’ Design approaches. If

assimilation and accommodation is understood in terms of ’Instructivist Design’

then one can deduce that these two processes are disjuncted i.e. accommodation

of the child’s mental structures is decontextualzied from his transformation or

assimilation of the world. On the other hand, in terms of ’Constructivist Design’

these are regarded as strictly complementary to each other i.e. one builds on top

of the other. Through the dynamic of assimilation and accommodation, a state of

disequilibrium occurs that propels the intellectual growth of the child.

4.2.2 E C C

According to the concepts of embodied cognition, it is impossible to separate the

construction of knowledge from the act of being. We actively construct

knowledge through our perceptual-motor capacities and our dynamic

interactions with the environment i.e. cognition is constructive. Varela,

Thompson and Rosch[57] argue at length that ”color provides a paradigm of a
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cognitive domain that is neither pre-given nor represented but rather experiential

and enacted”. Specifically, they maintain that our ability to see colors results from

the active interplay of various sensorimotor modalities. In other words, we

construct knowledge through our unique embodiments, the capacities of which

are in turn shaped through these interactions. Lakoff and Johnson[29]argue that

cognition is constructive since it involves projecting bodily schemas and

combining these schemas to create a metaphorical understanding of the world.

Knowledge thus has to be seen in terms of our evolving sensorimotor

representations as opposed to restricting these representations to just a fixed set of

perceptual capacities. Embodied cognition theorists contend that thought results

from an organism’s ability to act in its environment. More precisely, what this

means is that as an organism learns to control its own movements and perform

certain actions, it develops an understanding of its own basic perceptual and

motor-based abilities, which serve as an essential first step toward acquiring more

complex cognitive processes, such as language. The work of developmental

psychologists Thelen and Smith[54] who have used the principles of embodied

cognition to understand how infants learn from their body movements has been

valuable to the field. Their empirical findings support the claim that ”thought

grows from action and that activity is the engine of change”. In light of the above

discussion, the important role of embodiment can therefore not be negelected

from the child’s active learning process.

4.2.3 C  C  L  D

One of the key lines of arguments that is fundamental to deriving my theoretical

approach is the importance of using technology to embellish the creative thought

processes of the child. The reason I support creativity is not only because there are

many other implementations out there that support programmed thinking such
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as LOGO, but because of the fact that this important mode of thinking has yet to

be adequately addressed by technological implementations. In problem solving

and analysis, problems are pre-defined and the task is that of decomposing these

into simpler subproblems, typically with the help of formalized rules.

On the other hand, problem goals in design activities are typically of free-form

nature i.e. defining the problem is part of the learner’s job. It is when problem

goals are not completely defined can a child imagine what it wants to create, play

with its creations and reflect on its experiences - all of which is critical to imagine

new ideas and creations. As a child goes through this process, over and over

again, it learns to construct its own ideas, try them out, test the boundaries,

experiment with alternatives, and generate new ideas based on its experiences.

Such a mode of free-form creative thinking facilitated through design is

important in almost all fields of human activity, whether it be an architectural,

writing or managerial task, creative thought is indispensible. This line of

argument is compatible with Resnick’s conception of a Creative Society[46] where

success is based not only on what you know or how much you know, but on your

ability to think and act creatively. He writes, ”Given the central role of design in

human activity, one would expect design to play an important role in school

classrooms. But it doesn’t. In the minds of many educators, the ill-structured

nature of design activities makes them ill-suited for the classroom. Design

activities, they complain, are difficult to ”manage” and to evaluate. As a result,

students rarely get the opportunity to design, to build, to create, to invent”.

Edward Bono’s conception of lateral thinking[14] supports the importance of

creativity. He writes, ”With logic you start out with certain ingredients just as in

playing chess you start out with given pieces. But what are those pieces? In most

real life situations the pieces are not given, we just assume they are there. Lateral

thinking is concerned not with playing with the existing pieces but with seeking
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to change those very pieces”. Given the above discussion and the inadequacy of

systems that have addressed this important mode of thinking, I thereby make

creative thought and learning through design as the third central concept of my

design approach.

4.3 D     

. A L  E

The design approach should consider the child as an active learner. The primary

conditions for this active learning process are allowing for the activity to be

grounded in the child’s embodiment as opposed to merely mental processes and

allowing the child to create something in the process of learning as opposed to

mere interaction. Moreover, this creation should have personal meaning to the

child and invoke reflexivity of its own role in the knowledge construction process.

The objects and components of the activity should have a high ceiling to sustain

the child’s enthusiasm in the learning process and the child’s sensorimotor

representations should evolve as a result of his visuo-tactile sense of the world.

. E  E

As justified in Chapter 2, the design approach should not make an artificial screen

based reality as the dominant sensory experience. Instead it should allow for a

rich multi-sensory learning experience that occurs in the child’s physical learning

environment. Technology should be embedded in such an environment.

. L L

The design approach should not impose facts and concepts on the learner. The

goal of the lesson should not be a binary one, instead one involving the learner in
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a rich process through which meaning and understanding can emerge and evolve.

For such meaning and understanding to evolve, the design approach should

allow for parts to be seen in terms of wholes subsequently allowing for

establishing new relationships between parts to form new wholes. The approach

should try to impart the understanding that these parts, wholes and relationships

can have different meaning in different contexts.

. M    T S

The design approach should scaffold the higher order thinking processes of the

child such as creativity, the primary conditions for which are allowing for lateral

thinking as opposed to programmed thinking and providing multiple

perspectives that challenge the learner’s conceptualization of the world. Since

learning according to Piaget occurs through the complementary processes of

assimilation and accommodation, the child should be allowed to impose its

existing cognitive structures through assimilation. At the same time, the design

task should provide stimuli to the child so that it can accommodate new

information. Technology scaffolding in terms of multiple perspectives and stimuli

should build on the child’s past constructions.

. C  T

Learning should occur within a personally meaningful context. Lessons learned

within one context should be transferable to as many different contexts as possible

and such a transferability should allow for new modes of constructing knowledge

and interpreting experiences.
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4.4 C S

Over the course of this chapter I have derived a theoretically grounded design

approach based on concepts extracted from the two theoretical corpuses of

Constructivism and Embodied Cognition. The primary concepts extracted from

the former are the two complementary processes of assimilation and

accommodation, the dynamic between which leads to a state of disequilibrium

that propels the intellectual growth of the child. The concepts extracted from the

latter are the important role of embodiment and sensorimotor representations in

knowledge construction through dynamic interactions with the environment.

An important line of argument that directs my design approach is the need of

technological systems that scaffold the creativity of the child. Design activities

that enable such thinking are incorporated into the design approach such that

through the active process of imagining what it wants to create, playing with its

creations and reflecting on its experiences, the child develops the capacity to

imagine new ideas and new creations. The thesis design approach that is based on

the above concepts then guides the implementation of an embodied constructivist

learning environment known as M-CLE which is the focus of the ensuing chapter.
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M-CLE: A E C
L E

5.1 O   L E

Figure 5.1: The Learning Environment

M-CLE is an Embodied Constructivist Learning Environment that is based on

three key design concepts formulated in the previous section:

a. Learning through Assimilation and Accommodation

b. Learning through Embodiment

c. Learning through Design
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5.2 U I

Figure 5.2: User Interaction

The user interaction in M-CLE is realized through the following components:

a] A fun way of an embodied input to the system in the form of a toy bike

b] Four robots or creative agents that are colored as black, red, green and blue.

c] An erasable design space and a fortification around this space.

The key steps of this user interaction are:

1] A child using a modified toy bike controls the black creative agent. This

agent leaves a black trail in the design space to help realize the child’s ideas.

2] As soon as the black agent is initiated, the task of the other three creative

agents is to use artificial intelligence to embellish the creativity of the child

through free-form design. The bike and the black agent thus allow the child to

impose its creations i.e. assimilation while the other creative agents help the child

to accommodate new information thereby scaffolding its learning process.
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Figure 5.3: Agents at Work and Play

The working of the project begins with the child sending steering and

acceleration data from the toy bike to the black creative agent. This data allows the

black agent to navigate the design space and accordingly realize what the child

directs it to draw. This agent leaves an erasable black print of the child’s artwork

on the floor. As soon as this agent is activated, the other three agents begin a

search action in the design space to seek a black trail. As and when a zone of such

trail has been found, the agents autonomously use their artificial intelligence to

create new patterns around this trail. There is a certain percentage of freeform

behavior and randomness to what the agents create since their primary function is

to regard the child as the active constructor of its knowledge by giving new

directions to what it has created - in other words embellishing its creations.

The secondary functions of these agents are collision avoidance and path

re-direction in order to not continuously disrupt the activity of other agents

thereby keeping the health of the swarm at its creative best. As the agents
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Figure 5.4: Creative Emergent Embellishments

perform within the design space, emergent artwork begins to be realized and an

interesting dynamic of creativtiy through work and play begins to be established

between the child and the autonomous agents. Some examples of such emergence

can be seen in Fig. 5.4 where agents have chosen to draw some shark fins around

the black curves left by the child’s agent. The importance of such emergence is

thus the highlight of my project since this AI assisted collaboratively constructed

artwork can have different interpretations for the child, continuously expanding

the repertoire of what it could actively construct with its own artistic realizations.

A preliminary repertoire of creative intelligence has been given to the agents

such as finding a black trail, then selecting a random design action that is

proportional to the distance that the agent covers in one of the many navigational

directions, for example arcs would involve moving left and right while shark fins

would invove moving forward, right, left and back. Since the agents are also

wirelessly enabled, the intelligence that guides them can be directly uploaded

from a local or remote location. As a result, the project provides a good

experimental platform where more sophisticated forms of emergent artificial

intelligence such as those involving genetic learning algorithms can be made

available to the agents by a third party such as student researcher.
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5.4.1 T C A

Figure 5.5: The Creative Agent

The Creative Agent is an externally or autonomously guided robot using a

custom RF enabled ATMEGA168 circuit. Structurally made out of Expanded PVC,

it has an ultrasonic sensor and rubber feelers for collision avoidance and path

redirection, a front mounted IR sensor for line detection and three servos - one for

the color marker assembly that allows the agent to draw and two for propelling it.

Differentiated 5V/6V Power Supply is provided for the microcontroller and

servos. Each of these components is divided into two decks - Bottom Deck (that

holds the sensors, actuators and the microcontroller) and Top Deck (that holds the

Power Supply to the Bottom Deck). This has been done to ease the debug process

so that any faults in the agent belong to either of the two decks. The Top Deck is

housed over the Bottom Deck using hex standoffs and has wired connections to be

plugged in to the power supply pins of the microcontroller.
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Figure 5.6: Bottom Deck of Creative Agent

The Bottom Deck of the Creative Agent is composed of:

1. Servo Guided Ping Sensor Assembly: The Ping Sensor from Parallax is an

ultrasonic sensor that provides a very low-cost and easy method of distance

measurement. A recurring pulse is transmitted from the sensor and the

distance-to-target is determined by measuring the time required for the echo

return. Output from the PING sensor is a variable-width pulse that corresponds

to the distance to the target and is available in a digital format. This sensor is

housed using a metal bracket affixed to a 180 degree servo. The servo allows

scanning of near field objects from 0 to 180 degrees and a ping pulse is sent at

every 20 degrees of such increment (left-to-right scan) or decrement(right-to-left

scan). The ping result that provides the most clear direction is recorded in terms

of the servo position that is multiplied by a certain correction factor sent to the

agent’s primary rotation servos. This process of scanning, detecting collisions and

correcting movement direction is active throughout the agent’s life.
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2. IR Line Sensor: The Infrared(IR) Line Sensor is a digital Single Line Detector

reflective sensor commercially available from Lynxmotion. The sensor delivers a

stable TTL compatible high or low voltage depending on the color of the surface it

is positioned over. When the sensor is positioned over a black or dark surface or if

nothing is there for the light to reflect off of, the output is LOW. When the sensor

is positioned over a white or light surface the output is HIGH. This sensor is used

by the creative agent to detect the black trail left by the child’s agent so that it can

create its embellishments around it.

3. Servo Guided Color Marker Assembly: This assembly is mounted at the front of

the agent before the ping sensor assembly. It consists of a continuous rotation

servo that rotates in either the forward or the reverse direction. When the servo is

rotating forward, the marker moves down while when the servo is rotating

backwards, the marker moves up. The marker is obstructed by the Top Deck and

the floor to remain in each of its desired positions.

4. 8 Microswitches and Rubber Tubing as Feelers: The agent uses a series of 8

microswitches and rubber tubing as feelers for secondary protection when the

Ping sensor might fail. These microswitches are installed in a set of two for each

of the directions: N/S/W/E. The tubing size and placement of switches is such that

they maximally contribute to cover the 360 degree space around the agent. These

feelers are available in the form of Bumper Switch Assemblies from Lynxmotion.

5. 55 oz.in. Continuous Rotation Servos and Wheels: The main drive wheels are

operated by two 55 oz.in. continuous rotation servos that are sent a combination

of forward and reverse direction signals from the microcontroller to accordingly

travel in either the forward, backward, left or right directions.

6. Custom ATMEGA168 based circuit: The custom ATMEGA168 based circuit

contains the ATMEGA168 microcontroller and is RF enabled to communicate with

the toy bike and other agents. This circuit is explained in a separate subsection.
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Figure 5.7: Top Deck of Creative Agent

The Top Deck of the Creative Agent carries the differentiated power supply for

the operation of the agent. This is composed of batteries and rocker switches. One

set of AA batteries i.e. 4 X 1.2V = 4.8V powers the microcontroller and sensors

while the second set of batteries i.e. 5 X 1.2V = 6V powers the agent’s actuators i.e.

servos. In order to get 6V, two types of battery holders were connected in series -

one with a carrying capacity of 3 batteries while the other with a capacity of two

batteries. 2900 mAH Rechargeable Ni-MH batteries have been used for low cost

repetitive runs of the project. Battery holders are ’Velcroed’ on the deck’s surface.

Two output connections are made available from the top deck one for 4.8V and

the other for 6V that plug into the power pins of the controller’s circuit. Aesthetic

looking rocker switches were used to enable / disable the power supply. Negative

terminal of both battery holders goes to ground while the positive terminal of

each is connected to one of the leads of the corresponding switches. The other end

of each switch is connected to the power pins of the controller circuit.
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Figure 5.8: Custom ATMEGA168 based Circuit

The custom circuit uses an ATMEGA168 microcontroller that has 16K Bytes of

Flash Program Memory and operates at near 5V. It was designed using the Eagle

PCB software. It has a microcontroller interface to the XBee RF module which is a

low-cost point-to-multipoint/peer-to-peer networking module. This module is

used to wirelessly program the ATMEGA using a transistor (that momentarily

pulls the controller’s reset pin to ground) as well as to communicate with other

agents. Power supply pins and 4 Servo connections are available. Two 4051

Multiplexers expand the available input pins on the ATMEGA for reading data

from microswitch feelers. Two optional 74HC595 ShiftOut register slots exist for

expanding output pins. A voltage regulator ensures a constant 5V to the circuit.
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The program code that runs on the ATMEGA168 controller is optimized to be

small in size and efficient at the same time given the tradeoff between memory

limitation and the number of functions that the agent has to perform. The code

that is loaded on the toy bike’s ATMEGA basically performs two functions:

reading the potentiometer data from the steering movement and encoding this

movement in terms of radio signal data. I have used the alphabet space ’a-z’ for

encoding most of the RF signal specific data. So when the steering is positioned at

the center, a ’c’ is communicated to the black agent, likewise an ’l’ for left and so

on for left-mid, right-mid and right. The controller on the bike also senses the

acceleration in terms of revolutions/min and then translates this into digital

values to move faster or slower. With respect to the code that sits inside the

agents’ controllers, two slightly different versions of the same code were used.

The first version controlling the black agent is minimalistic in the sense that all

it does is to check for incoming serial data periodically from the bike using the

statement [if Serial.available() is greater than 0] and then decode the incoming

data to send control signals to the agent’s drive motors and for the marker

up/down movement. The second version controlling the other agents is a lot more

complicated since it requires the agents’ behavior to be autonomous as they are

performing several functions at the same time. The first of these functions is the

main drive movement, the second is scanning and collision avoidance using Ping

sensors which is accomplished using PingOut() that sends, receives and analyzes

the ping pulse where an object is detected if inches is greater than

inches-threshold. Within collision avoidance is also the function PingAround()

where the agent scans left to right to acquire a sense of the clearest drection to

proceed. Thirdly, the code to the IR sensor is of the form l-black =

digitalRead(line-sensor-pin) and if l-black == 0 then black line is detected. Finally
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the code that embellishes the black line is one that has a repertoire of drawing

basic curves by directing the main drive wheels to move in particular directions

for a random amount of time. This code is of the following form right now

involving inter-nested random variables:

void embellish() [

turn = 0;

int one = random(60, 80); // Agent goes left for turn value from 0 to random

upper limit between 60 to 80

int two = random(one, 100); // Agent goes forward for turn value from 0 to

random upper limit between [variable one] to 100

int three = random(two, 140); // Use above logic for right

int four = random(three, 160); // Use above logic for back

marker-down(); // Position marker down to begin to draw

if (turn is-less-than-equal-to one) left(); // Left movement data to main drives

turn++; // Increment turn value for next iteration ]

P R  C A

Figure 5.9: The Creative Agent
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Figure 5.10: Modified Smart Cycle for Wireless Embodied Input

In order to make available to the child a fun way of a wireless embodied input

to the system, the Smart Cycle Physical Learning System from Fischer Price was

disassembled and modified by replacing the company’s proprietary wired

microcontroller connections to television with my own custom wireless

microcontroller circuit. In order to do this every connection that went in and out

of the microcontroller was studied and reverse engineered to RF enable

potentiometer steering data and acceleration data from the toy’s pedals. The

steering data directs the black creative agent to move in various directions while

the acceleration data controls the speed of the agent in the design space. One of

the push buttons on the bike handle is used to control the movement of the agent’s

marker in up and down direction. The other push button was well utilized to

send reverse acceleration data due to the insensitivity of the toy’s IR sensor

package to encode direction based pedal acceleration. Also since the power

supply that runs the toy is 4 X 1.5V (D Battery) = 6V while the ATMEGA168 runs

on 5V, it was necessary to use a 5V regulator to step down the voltage.
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When speaking in terms of a personal project development experience, I would

cherish this project as one of the most fruitful and amazing of all learning

endevedors that I have undertaken in my academic career till now. I don’t exactly

recollect how I went about conceptualizing the idea for this project. What I do

recollect though are two things - the first being that of having a lot of personal

support and embellishment from my committee members and second being the

fact that this project was both ideated, designed, tested and demonstrated in an

extremely short amount of time. The project realization was also not one without

obstacles or uncertainties. In fact, given the number of unknowns that this project

begged I feel fortunate enough to realize it in any given form.

The first of these unknowns was to technically realize a toy bike as an

embodied form of input to the system. With respect to the Fischer Price Smart

Cycle Physical Learning System, I was uncertain whether the system could be

tampered with in any given form. Fortunately, the toy’s assembly was

straight-forward. A set of screws that allowed the bike to be assembled and

dissambled along its cross section was the key to modify the bike. However, this

was only the first step. The second step was to reverse engineer every connection

that went in and out of the toy’s microcontroller circuit and match these

connections with my custom circuit. It was an anxious moment to see what the

mechanism was to steer the bike - it happened to be a simple potentiometer. It

was more than an anxious moment to see what the mechanism was to get pedal

acceleration data - it happened to be a simple IR sensor package that encoded the

rotations. I was so amazed and excited with this knowledge that I worked

straight 18 hours from there to finish the integration of the bike with my

microcontroller. The risk had paid off, I had saved valuable time and I had a

ready to demo embodied input to the system.
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However, I knew that I should keep up the good work and not slack off since

this was only the first part of the project. I still had to begin work on constructing

my four creative agents. Before starting work on them however, I recaptured

some of the lessons from my earlier project. Robotic constructions require

hardware and build time and they require software intelligence too. The former

of these requires a combination of building your own custom constructions from

scratch and ordering specific parts from specific vendors which have their own

order processing and shipping times. The latter of these requires a lot of patient

thinking and negotiation with your computer given hangups, crashes, power

supply etc. Also there is always the case of getting stuck in a debug cycle where

you just don’t know what piece of code has gone wrong.

As regards to the hardware material for my project, I took the decision of using

Expanded PVC (also called as rigid or foam PVC). The primary advantage of this

material is that it has some great features - it’s strong, tough yet easy to cut and

drill, non-conductive and aesthetically very appealing. However, the main

disadvantage of it (and one that I had entirely not anticipated) is the fact that it is

available in very limited amounts in colors other than black, white, gray, yellow

and blue. Since I had color coded my agents in red, green, blue and black, the

primary colors that were missing from my PVC collection were red and green and

I needed to have these colors to keep the aesthetic of my project consistent

(something that I realized is equally important other than the sole functioning of

the project). I did call up several PVC vendors without success, finally at the 16th

try I managed to personally request a vendor to have these colors shipped to me

as soon as possible and my aesthetic was then complete.

However, it was not just the bike and the aesthetic that I had to worry about.

Several problems surfaced while just building the electronics and agent structure.

With regards to electronics, there was a recurring problem of testing the
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performance of the agent in physical space using on-board rechargeable batteries.

Since the drain on the batteries was primarily a function of how well I had written

the code to efficiently utilize the power hungry ping, IR sensors and servos, there

were multiple times when I had to neatly synchronize battery recharge times with

code reconstruction and testing. Moreover, although I had relied on the quick

wireless method of uploading code to the agents, there were many times when

the TX / RX on the controller-Xbee interface would just halt. Thereby part of the

code would get uploaded to the agents and I could not send them the reset

command to reset their transistors. In this case, I had to disassemble the agents to

the lower deck, take out the microcontroller, serially reprogram it, fit it back into

the circuit and then go for wireless upload again.

With regards to the agent structure, I guess there were two problems that I was

worried about. The first was governed by the need of minimizing the space

occupied by the agent in the design space. Since I had a 6 feet X 6 feet space to

operate within, I had roughly calculated a base diameter not exceeding 7 inches.

Within these 7 inches, I had to fit two drive servos, a ’centered’ marker assembly

(overlapping which was the screw to tighten one of the two skids that allowed the

agent to be supported on two wheels), the microcontroller circuit, feelers - the

arrangement of which did take some optimization. One of the foundational

decisions though was that of adding the Ping sensor and its mounting bracket for

which I had zero room left on the base deck. So I jig-sawed a quick piece of

expanded PVC to extend the base deck, the concern in mind being if the weight of

the front servo and ping sensor assembly would be supported adequately by this

small piece which was already extending the design requirement of 7 inches.

Fortunately, that decision turned out to be the best one that I took since during

actual runs, the performance with feelers alone would only be satisfactory.

Frequent collisions would be so disturbing that the agents would be more busy in
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conflict negotiation that actual creative work. Adding the ping sensor assembly

that allowed the agents to keep a distance of 6 inches between them was thus very

crucial. The second of the problems with respect to the agent structure was the

agent’s center of gravity being proportional to the number of decks installed. I

was concerned of the agent tipping over if I loaded the second deck with batteries

and then the third deck with the equally important shark fin that allowed for a

sense of direction to be attributed to the movement of the agent. Fortunately, the

combined weight on the servos was well distributed and my agents were well

balanced and composed for their creative act.

Wow!.... So many problems just come along your way and keep testing you

until the very end. But these problems and the unique solutions that we discover

for them is what a learning experience is finally all about. And many times there

are important things that have happened, ones that you just don’t recollect while

documenting your experiences. In my case, the above subjective description is

thus only a subset of the sheer number of do-it-yourself, try, fail and succeed sort

of things that happened during my time at ACE. Its been such a wonderful,

wonderful learning experience that a symbolic mode of documenting them

indeed seems vicarious!

I feel a sense of tremendous satisfaction with the completion of this thesis and

project and greatly acknowledge the personal embellishment of all my committee

members. Even though I failed too many times, all those failures were critical to

my learning experience. It was the process and not the end result that mattered.

This process has tought me important lessons and skills and I look forward to the

future with a deep sense of gratitude and a positive mindset. Thankyou again to

my committee and all those who have supported my work.
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